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Approved
 applications

Processing

HydroBloc® PolyBlend 540
Polymeric addit ive for HydroBloc-Gels

HydroBloc®Polyblend 540 is a special in water dispersed acryl-polymer,

with functional (reactive) groups. Mixed with the gel, HydroBloc®Polyblend

540 is reacting with HydroBloc®Polygel 530 by polymerisation (curing).

In comparison with the pure acrylate gels, the features of the reaction-products be-

tween HydroBloc®Polygel 530 and HydroBloc®PolyBlend 540 are significant better.

Combinations of HydroBloc®Polygel 530 and HydroBloc®PolyBlend 540 are characte-

rised by

 Low shrinkage in case of water loss

 High elasticity and tear resistance

 Much better adhesion to all typical building substrates

 Even better chemical resistance

Stopping strong water penetration with high water pressure, reclamation of dama-

ged dilatation joints in durable damp milieu, filler of huge leaks/ cavitys and stabili-

sation/solidification of abrasive substrates (boulder, ballast, fluffy sand), are the ty-

pical employment for injections of polymer added gels of HydroBloc®Polygel 530

and  HydroBloc®PolyBlend 540.

Such injection compounds of HydroBloc®Polygel 530 and HydroBloc®PolyBlend 540

can also be used for stabilisation and sealing of contaminated soils, for the creation

of sealing blankets and for similar employments because of their high chemical resi-

stance. The combination made of HydroBLoc®Polygel and HydroBloc®Polyblend is

much better than the typical silicat gels (soft gels) or cement suspensions.

For HydroBloc®Polygel 530, HydroBloc®PolyBlend 540 is always used as second

component instead of water. The required hardener  (reaction starter), HydroX®545

shall be mixed into Polyblend® (instead of into the water). The approved mixing ra-

tio HydroBloc® gel, PolyBlend® is 1:1. Blends with a lower concentration of Poly-

Blend are possible.

HydroBloc®PolyBlend 540 is mixable with water in each ratio. To customise the pro-

perties of the gel polymers to the particular situation, it is possible to exchange only

one part of the usual needed water amount by HydroBloc®PolyBlend 540.

For activating HydroBloc®PolyBlend 540, the needed reaction starter HydroX®545

should be released in the double of water. After that the water and reaction starter

compound must be given into HydroBloc®PolyBlend 540. Such mixtures are imme-

diately workable and 2-3 days durable.
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Technical Data

ARCAN Waterproof
ARCAN GmbH Spezialbaustoffe

Kleinniedesheimer Strasse 19

D-67240 Bobenheim-Roxheim

Phone: +49 (0)6239 - 99 78 20

Mail: office@arcan.biz

Web: www.arcan.biz

 Colour Bluish-white, milky liquid

 Smell Weak, typical

 Density Approx. 1.05 gr/ml

 pH 5 – 7

 Viscosity Approx. 25 – 40 mPa.sek (delivery form)

 Boiling point Approx. 100°C

 Flashpoint Not applicable

 Acute toxicity Untoxic and not harmful to health

 Labelling

  - working security None

  - transportation None
  - VOC None

Protect HydroBloc®Polyblend 540 from frost meanwhile transport, storage and

work.

For the Product HydroBloc®Polyblend 540 are detailed safety data sheets available.

They enclose exact information about handling the product /products, storage,

transport and disposal. Please extract all safety relevant information out of this

safety data sheet.

These technical information describe the present-day state

of knowledge these product. They should only inform

about the possibilities of application and could not release

the applicator of his commitment to check the possibility

to use the product for the required application. Informa-

tion for processing can be found in processing instructions

of our product. Information about safe handling can be

found in our current safety data sheet.
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